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What is the logic behind 
such hidden personality??



His Locked Twitter Profile! 
What is he hiding?



No Activities 
can be seen 

on his 
Linkedin
Profile!



There is no Facebook or Instagram Profile of Mr. Ajay Piramal, 
though there are many “namesakes” and fake profiles as well. 



What about his spouse? Well, she is also hiding herself
on Facebook and Linkedin! 



Why are they worried about their 
exposure on the public sphere???

Are they running away from 
uncomfortable questions??

Or 
Are they avoiding public interaction since

they are superrich VVIPS?



What are people like Mukesh Ambani, Mr. Piramal’s
secondary kin, being provided with Z+ security by the 

apex court?
• What are they afraid of?
Or 
• What is threatening them?
Or 
• Are they suffering from 
Persecutory Paranoia? 
Or
• Would the have-nots (“dangerous” 

class) snatch their wealth?  



Even after the most prestigious CBE award was given to Mr. Ajay Piramal, he 
did not bother to show-off his achievement to the world across the social 
media in the expected magnitude. This is but a perfect performance of a 
Vaisnava⤡! 
• An Open Letter to the Honourable Queen of the United Kingdom 

regarding the Honorary CBE awarded to Mr. Ajay Piramal VIEW HERE ⤡
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WHEN DO PEOPLE HIDE THEIR PERSONALITY?

• There are many hypotheses in answer to the above question. Both the
Psychoanalytic and Humanistic schools of Psychology dealt with this issue from
different angles. While Freud highlighted the repressive hypothesis and
internalization of guilt, Rogers focused on the self-actualization tendencies in conflict
with the phenomenological field. Moreover, people with hidden personalities suffer
from anxiety disorders for their committed “mis”-deeds. They, therefore, veil
themselves with a curtain so that they are able to erase their “bad” past.

• The “super-ego” or social voice of conscience acts through the ego to employ this
defense mechanism to conceal tendencies that one might find “unacceptable”,
“embarrassing”, “unlovable” etc., through the process of surplus repression because
of the inner conflict among capitalists themselves.



ARCHAEOLOGY OF A SCHIZOPHRENIC BILLIONAIRE

• Let’s explore or dig further, ethnocentrically, the personality of 
Ajay Piramal from his biographical account:

WHO IS AJAY PIRAMAL? VIEW HERE ⤡

https://onceinabluemoon2021.in/2021/12/15/who-is-ajay-piramal/


We found that in the past: 

 He allegedly committed financial frauds such as insider trading by violating the
established trading regulations;

 Union Minister Piyush Goyal handed over a company at nearly 1000 times its face value
to Mr. Piramal due to political favouritism;

 During the DHFL resolution process, he committed a contempt of court by not paying
heed to NCLT’s order of reconsidering the full repayment proposal by the old promoter
of the DHFL; when thousands of cases are pending in the Indian courts, Ajay Piramal got
hastened justice for himself in the DHFL case. But why? How?

 It is also alleged that he manipulated RBI-appointed CoC for DHFL to buy the company at
a throw-away price: merely a penny for a 34,000 crores worth solvent, ongoing,
profitable company with the help of his politically aided secondary kin: Mr. Mukesh
Ambani!

• A WHITE PAPER ON THE DEWAN HOUSING FINANCE CORPORATION LTD. (DHFL) VIEW 
HERE ⤡

• THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE DHFL SCAM VIEW HERE ⤡

https://onceinabluemoon2021.in/2021/06/19/a-white-paper-on-the-dewan-housing-finance-corporation-ltd-dhfl/
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We also found that Piramal CHF is simultaneously using two identities: Piramal CHF and/or
Piramal Finance.
When OBMA questioned them, through RTI, regarding this multiple-personality disorder
of the Piramal Housing Finance Company⤡, their Twitter account suddenly disappeared
for at least for a fortnight.
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LATE CAPITALISM AND SCHIZOPHRENIA

Schizophrenic persons possess divided selves: one is hidden,

repressed and another one is foregrounded.

In the case of Mr. Piramal, he is foreclosing his non-glorious past
deeds and events. Another self of Mr. Piramal is revealed in the works
of the Piramal Foundation, which is solely dependent on philanthropic
activities as part of his CSR, which is nothing but an eyewash and a
compensatory subliminal process on the part of his conflicting
personalities.



• All the companies in India open shell companies for evading taxation.

• Therefore, the so-called schizophrenic self may also be interpreted in terms of the
shadow economy⤡.

• Within this shadow economy, some business tycoons are favoured and some are
rejected or captivated according to the whims of the ruler, e.g., the Wadhawan
brothers⤡ were arrested despite the fact that they donated 28 crores+ rupees to
the BJP, i.e., the ruling party. Yes Bank’s Rana Kapoor is also arrested, though the
magnitude of Wadhawan-Rana’s faults are far less than Mr. Adani’s corporate
fraud as pointed out by the Hindenburg Research Report.

• Therefore, within the ambit of capitalism, some are more equal than others⤡.
The state-favouritism depends on the quantity of donations or funding to the
ruling party. All these donations to the ruling party are veiled from the public eye
as the latter do not have the power to question PM CARES Fund or Electoral
Bonds’ mysterious audit-books.
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The beginning of an end of capitalism… 

IF A[M]DANI SCAMS, CAN AMBANI-PIRAMAL 
BE FAR BEHIND? VIEW HERE ⤡

https://www.academia.edu/96549947/IF_A_M_DANI_SCAMS_CAN_AMBANI_PIRAMAL_BE_FAR_BEHIND

